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April 30, 2010 Scouting Report – Warmest ever April!: Midwest winds raises eyebrows, 
Localized Dry Spot raises hoses, Rhizoctonia yellow patch, and Keith’s tall fescue colors 
 
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org  
Last weekend’s rain occurred as forecast, but the total amounts were less than we had hoped 
totals between 0.5 to 1 inch.  This week was both a beauty (moderate temperatures, little wind 
with clear skies on Wednesday) and a beast (gusting winds of 50 mph on Thursday).  The 
weathermen headlines yesterday read “Winds roaring, temps taking off too!” We continue to 
experience a warm 2010 spring.  How warm?  Based on data from 1895 this April, Chicago is 
currently penciled in as the warmest.  Penciled I say – we still have a couple more days to go.  

 
Irrigation systems were ‘on’ this week in Illinois, and throughout the Midwest.  Settle 4-28-10 
 
The combination of warm windy weather has meant little news of fungal disease issues to date.  
In fact we quickly recovered from snow mold problems that were scarring turf about a month 
ago.  Instead our biggest plant health issue this month has been residual winter injury and LDS 
(localized dry spot).  Early need of irrigation this spring has kept superintendents and staff on 
their toes.  Enough of this water hose ballet.  I think we would rather dance for rain.  Agreed? 
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A Howler – Windy weather finishes out April  
What a day of wind – Thu, 29 April. The temperature at 9 am today is 73!  Last night was 64!  
That is incredible for April – Rhizoctonia weather if not for the total bone-dry situation at hand. 
April is to go down as the warmest on record since 1895 in Chi.  Yesterday the winds were 
howling. Interesting because they called it a ‘windfield’. Basically it stretched 1,400 miles from 
the Gulf of Mexico to Lake Superior. In Chicago gusts reached 50 mph from 1:00pm to 5:30pm.   
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A Record Month.  We continue to track Spring 2010 as different.  Compared to our most recent 
spring the average temperature for the month is strikingly different.  Try 7.4 degrees different in 
Lemont.  April was much warmer early on – something we enjoyed because it meant improved 
recovery of golf greens and other surfaces following substantial snow mold injury and winter 
injury that haunted Poa annua greens wherever shade extended snow/ice/saturated soils.  From 
mid-April the cooler conditions slowed turf recovery. Nevertheless 2010 was record warm. 

 

 
Average temperature for April in 2010 is to set an all-time record for warmth (since 1895). 
 

 
 Frequent rainfall existed in 2009 with 17 events recorded.  In 2010 we counted only 10. 
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Localized Dry Spot on a 70 degree day with 70mph wind gusts. 
This windy week, I thought about a really good factsheet from Purdue University sent over the 
wire last week on 19 April. By Dr. Cale Bigelow, ‘Spring applied soil surfactants can improve 
seasonal soil moisture consistency’.  http://www.agry.purdue.edu/turf/factsheet/index.html 
 

Possibilities for wetting agent use – is all about timing.  1) Use as a rescue treatment as in this 
example (i.e. localized dry spot runs rampant on a windy day on a PennEagle fairway), or 2) use 
as a preventive when soil moisture is as consistently hydrated prior to summer.  Settle 4-29-30 
 

Same area next day.  LDS damage distribution reflects the fairway’s orientation (left slopes up). 
Still the bentgrass will recover.  If on the other hand this were a mixture with Poa spp., turfgrass 
mortality/loss would be likely. Wetting agents are more necessary in Poa systems? Settle 4-30-10   
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Likely Rhizoctonia Yellow Patch Activity (Rhizoctonia cerealis) 
A contender of our regular foray of diseases occurred this week.  This week when it was dry?  
Well yes, but an irrigation system influenced – a bentgrass tee well-watered on an exposed site.  
 
Superintendent: “We first noticed it when the night temperatures were cool. The patches later that 
week into Sunday morning became more prominent with the rain over the weekend. It seemed 
like the water enhanced it.”   
 
Me:  “Your photos from Sunday. Now that definitely looks like Rhizoctonia yellow patch or R. 
cerealis.  I will attach photos of R. cerealis that affected a collar of a green back in 2008.  Same 
reddish outer margin.  The same time of year approximately – temps were still cool.  See what 
you think...” 

Superintendent: “I was looking in my Compendium of Turfgrass Diseases book over the 
weekend and thought the yellow patch looked very similar.   I first noticed a few rings on the 
19th.  Our tees drain extremely well and since having so many dry, windy days I have been 
watering a fair amount.  Probably too much.” Chicago Superintendent 4-25-10 

Settle 5-2-08 
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org 
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator 
Tall Fescue Color Ratings Unplugged. It has been since July of last year that I evaluated the 
color of our tall fescue varieties.  After our spring green up the color differences were sharp and 
the tall fescue has looked great.  Last week many of the variety trials were rated and tall fescue 
color was one of them.  Once I was rating I could still notice some of the winter brown below the 
new green leaves.  The trial has a solid green color from a distance but the brown leaves from 
winter are still visible when looking overhead.  I thought we had plenty of growth to green up, 
but maybe, it appears that slower growing varieties need more time to fully grow out of the 
winter dormancy.  Earlier in the spring we noticed the varieties that grow taller were greening up 
(growing) faster.  For example the old forage type grass Kentucky-31 was greening up well 
before the short turf-types.  It is possible the short varieties grow slower, and although that seems 
to be an amazing trait desired by many homeowners, it comes with disadvantages as well.   
 

 
Spring green color in our tall fescue is showing a wide variety of green but also some brown 
leaves of winter.  Rincker 4-21-10 
 
Slow and Low Turf-type Tall Fescue? 
Slower growing turf sounds great.  Less mowing and shorter overall height would be an 
advantage.  Someone once asked me if there was a turf that didn’t grow or need mowed.  I 
replied then how would you get it there?  Or recover from the dead spot in the yard?  Although 
slower growing turf sounds great, there must be a balance between growth and desirable traits of 
spring green up, and recovery potential.  Selecting the right species is the best decision we can 
make when making this balance.  Shorter tall fescues may provide the answer in this region.  In 
our trial the overall appearance is good even though some winter brown is present.   
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Other Low Mows? 
Some bluegrasses are shorter as well but traits like disease susceptibility and drought tolerance 
must be considered.  Oh, and don’t forget to think out of the box when reducing mowing or an 
overall reducing inputs.  If you don’t mind the dormant gold color, zoysia could reduce mowing.  
On Sunshine the zoysia is currently greening up from its winter color.  As for our tall fescue, the 
ratings of color last week should show the varieties that have dark green color and are able to 
grow out of winter.  These varieties below differ slightly from the ratings last July.   
 
What About Slow Grow? 
Slower growing turf sounds great.  Less mowing and shorter overall height would be an 
advantage.  Someone once asked me if there was a turf that didn’t grow or need mowed.  I 
replied then how would you get it there?  Or recover from the dead spot in the yard?  Although 
slower growing turf sounds great, there must be a balance between growth and desirable traits of 
spring green up, and recovery potential.  Try selecting turfgrass out-of-the-box when reducing 
mowing or overall inputs.  If you don’t mind the dormant gold color, zoysia could reduce 
mowing.  On Sunshine the zoysia is currently greening up from its winter color.  As for our tall 
fescue, the ratings of color last week should show the varieties that have dark green color and are 
able to grow out of winter.  These varieties (below) differ slightly from the ratings last July.  
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‘Watch The Birdie’ (new idea for photo submissions – flying birdies...can be creative) 

 
Keith’s = Acer saccharinum. In Central Illinois the seeds of the silver maple trees are spinning 
off the trees during the 40-50 mph winds of Thursday, 29 April.  Rincker 4-30-10 
 

Dinelli’s = Progne subis. A full birdhouse – purple martins at North Shore CC.  Dinelli 4-30-10
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A flowering crabapple glows this week at Biltmore CC, N. Barrington IL.  Thomson 4-27-10 
 

 
A trio of Bradford pears bloom on this fairway at North Shore CC, Glenview, IL.  Settle 4-21-10 
 
Thank you for your continued support and communication...   
Derek, Keith, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program 


